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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE 
PROPOSED CONCESSIONING OF THE NEW CONTAINER 
TERMINAL AT THE PORT OF WALVIS BAY

The Namibian Ports Authority (Namport) has embarked on the watershed 
project on the proposed concessioning of the New Container Terminal at the 
Port of Walvis Bay (NCT). Through this process, Namport is sourcing for an 
operator to drive the growth of volumes through the NCT so as to enhance 
the benefits deriving to Namport and Namibia from this very strategic 
investment. 

Whilst the objectives and principles of this important exercise have been 
shared through the mainstream media and periodic updates will continue to 
be provided to the Namibian nation and directly to targeted stakeholders, 
Namport has decided that consistent with it’s approach of transparency, 
engagement and inclusivity, pertinent and common questions by the 
members of the public will be collated and addressed on this platform. It is 
our considered position that it is the right of each and every Namibian to 
know and appreciate the rationale and benefits which underlie this process 
and hence all efforts will be directed towards ensuring that all constructive 
and varied questions and concerns raised are adequately addressed.  

This is therefore the first of the series of engagements, based on questions 
raised by members of the public as follows: 
 
Q: Does Namport have the capacity or ability to manage the New 
Container Terminal?

A: Namport has been effectively and efficiently managing and operating the 
Ports of Walvis Bay and Lüderitz since 1994. The Port of Walvis Bay has 
transformed from a fishing port which mainly focused on fishing activities for 
Namibia to a major commercial port, receiving mainliner vessels from 
international trade hubs, handling numerous containerized and 
non-containerized commodities and serving not only Namibia but the SADC 
region. Namport has therefore proven over the years, to the Namibian nation, 
to customers and competitors in the region, that it is very capable of 
managing and operating this critical national asset. 

Namport is therefore not embarking on the concessioning programme 
because it cannot operate the terminal  but to source for container volumes 
which are required to drive the revenues and sustainability of the terminal. 

A very important business in the containers industry is transshipments. 
These are containers which are brought by large vessels from overseas and 
stored at the port for onward distribution by smaller vessels. The movement 
of these transshipments is largely decided by shipping lines and/or shipping 
line aligned container terminal operators. Namport as a Namibian company 
with only a local presence unfortunately does not have the sufficient muscle 
to drive the attraction of these transshipments to the NCT hence the need to 
bring in an operator who may bring in this value.

The ability to attract the large vessels which bring the transshipments also 
requires that the ports must be able to handle these vessels. An operator 
would therefore bring in the required capital to invest towards increasing the 
size of the channel in the sea through which the vessels come to the NCT, the 
quay at which we berth the vessels at the NCT, the equipment for handling 
the cargo and the platform on which containers are handled and stored.  

Namport’s team of very capable operators, whose skills and experience are 
unmatched in the whole of Namibia will therefore continue to handle the 
containers as is presently the case while the international operator will bring 
in a high level management team to oversee their investments as described 
in the above paragraph. 

Q: Do local Namibian companies not have the capacity to manage the 
New Container Terminal? Why are we opting for a Global operator?

A: Namport is looking for an international operator who has the proven 
capability to bring the much needed volumes of transshipments to Namibia 
so that we can drive the profitability and sustainability of the NCT. Global 
operators have strategic relationships with shipping lines which give them 
leverage to push for the use of the NCT by shipping lines so that there is 
meaningful growth in the volumes of containers handled at the NCT. There is 
presently no company in Namibia which has that capacity. 

Q: Can Namport ensure job security for those employees currently 
employed at the New Container Terminal?

A: Certainly. One of the main objectives of the process is to protect the 
current jobs of Namport employees at the NCT and develop opportunities for 
many more new jobs for Namibians. When we don’t have business at the NCT 
we cannot ensure job security and hence the decision to get an operator, 
who will give us more volumes, keep our team of employees busy, guarantee 

their employment and also create more jobs for Namibians to handle the 
increased volumes. 

So as part of the conditions of the concession agreement to be entered into 
and signed by and between Namport and the International Operator, the 
Operator will be required to maintain or better the current terms and 
conditions of employees who are directly or substantially deployed to the 
operations at the NCT. The Operator will be further required to provide an 
undertaking to guarantee employment of the personnel taken over for a 
minimum period, and the finer details are still the subject of deliberations 
between Namport and our recognized Employees’ bargaining partner.

Q: How will Namport ensure that Safety and Security, control issues 
concerning what is being imported or exported (drugs, prostitution or 
human trafficking) be maintained? 

A: The International Operator will only be responsible for loading and 
offloading containers onto and off vessels on the sea side and trucks and rail 
on the landside and the storage of containers in the yard at the NCT. Every 
aspect of the port operations including but not limited to safety, security, 
vessels surveillance, monitoring and handling into and out of the port will 
remain the sole preserve of Namport and complemented by the relevant 
agents of the state.

There will therefore be no change in the current safety and security 
arrangements at the Port of Walvis Bay. 

Q: Is Namport selling the New Container Terminal? 

A: Certainly not. The NCT is not being sold. What Namport is doing is to 
bring an Operator to manage and operate the handling of containers at the 
NCT and the NCT will remain the wholly owned property of the Namport and 
ultimately the Shareholder, being the Government of the Republic of 
Namibia. Concession  does not entail selling off the terminal but rather a 
specialized lease arrangement where the Operator runs the terminal and 
handles the containers in lieu of an upfront payment to Namport, making 
volume related payments during the tenure of the concession, introducing 
additional capital for investments and driving operational efficiencies in the 
business.

Q: Can potential bidders still participate in the RFP?

A: An international bidding exercise to source for an International Operator 
for the NCT was commissioned by the Namibia Investment Promotion and 
Development Board (NIPDB) in August 2021. This entailed issuing an 
Expression Of Interest (EOI) to all known major global Container Terminal 
Operators and following a positive response from the market, the Request 
for Proposal (s) is now the second stage of this procurement process and will 
culminate in the selection of a preferred bidder to be awarded the contract 
to operate the NCT. 

New bidders can therefore no longer participate in the process as the 
programme is already underway commencing with the EOI.  

Q: How will the concessioning affect the Ports/Namibia’s rating for 
future investments?

A: Very Positively. The concessioning will present Namibia as a very 
attractive and friendly destination for foreign direct investment and hence 
increase the number of foreign investors who will seek to come and do 
business in Namibia.

The concessioned terminal will receive much more international vessels 
which will enhance Namibia’s connectivity to international markets and 
further enhance the use of the NCT by regional importers and exporters. 
This will significantly increase the value accruing to the Namibian economy 
from retail, accommodation, transport and logistics sectors amongst others 
as these users of the NCT will need various services as they move their 
cargo through Namibia. 

Q: How will this move affect local businesses operating at and around 
the Port of Walvis Bay?

A: Local businesses will benefit immensely from the business which will 
come through from the NCT. There will be more vessel calls at the NCT, 
more cargo to clear for clearing agents, more customers for the shops for 
fast moving consumer goods, more business for transport companies to 
transport those containers which will be destined for Namibia and the 
countries in the region, more demand for fuel from the fuel stations for  the 
increased transport requirements for goods shipped through or collected 
from the port, more demand for rooms/accommodation for customers 
coming to the NCT to collect or ship their cargo, the benefits are certainly 
across  the whole economy and will improve the lives of many Namibians.  
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